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Abstract—A deep-learning inference accelerator is synthesized from a C-language software program parallelized with
Pthreads. The software implementation uses the well-known
producer/consumer model with parallel threads interconnected
by FIFO queues. The LegUp high-level synthesis (HLS) [1] tool
synthesizes threads into parallel FPGA hardware, translating
software parallelism into spatial parallelism. A complete system is
generated where convolution, pooling and padding are realized
in the synthesized accelerator, with remaining tasks executing
on an embedded ARM processor. The accelerator incorporates
reduced precision, and a novel approach for zero-weight-skipping
in convolution. On a mid-sized Intel Arria 10 SoC FPGA, peak
performance on VGG-16 is 138 effective GOPS.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

State-of-the-art accuracy results in image recognition, language translation, image-caption generation, and many other
tasks are being achieved with deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) (e.g. [2], [3], [4]). CNN training is very compute intensive, requiring hours, days or weeks of time using
state-of-the-art graphics processing units (GPUs). Applying
a trained CNN to a recognition task, inference, can involve
billions of operations. Hardware acceleration is particularly
desirable for inference, as training is typically done once
offline, whereas inference with a trained network is applied
repeatedly. Moreover, there is increased emphasis on performing CNN inference in an embedded-computing context
(e.g. mobile handsets, self-driving cars), where low-power and
low latency are important metrics. In this paper, we focus on
acceleration of CNN inference.
CNN inference has been accelerated with GPUs, custom
ASICs, and recently, field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs).
At present, it is unclear which IC media will ultimately prevail
as best for CNN inference acceleration. However, the speed at
which CNN research is evolving, as well as recent research
on low-precision CNNs [5] bodes well for FPGA technology.
With FPGAs, the accelerator architecture and its datapath
widths can be precisely tailored to the target CNN, whereas an
ASIC or GPU are necessarily over-engineered with fixed-sized
datapaths to handle a broad set of precisions. Moreover, the
reconfigurability of FPGAs permits an accelerator design to be
adapted to incorporate new research findings as they arise, for
example, the ability to achieve high recognition accuracy with
2-bit precision [6]. Lastly, high-level synthesis (HLS) is a relatively mature design methodology for FPGAs [7], permitting
a software specification of the accelerator to be synthesized
into hardware. HLS lowers NRE costs by allowing design
and debugging to proceed at a higher level of abstraction
vs. manual RTL design.
We apply HLS and use an FPGA to realize a CNN
inference accelerator. The accelerator is described in C and

synthesized with the LegUp HLS framework [1]. A unique aspect of LegUp is its ability to synthesize software parallelized
with the Pthreads standard into parallel hardware [8]. We
leverage the Pthreads synthesis to exploit spatial parallelism on
the FPGA. Specifically, we specify the accelerator in software
using the producer/consumer parallelization idiom, well known
to software engineers. 20 parallel software threads are synthesized by LegUp HLS into streaming hardware comprising
compute kernels interconnected by FIFO queues.
The inference accelerator performs key compute-intensive
operations: convolution, subsampling (pooling), and padding.
Software executing on an embedded on-die ARM processor
performs remaining operations to provide a complete end-toend embedded solution. The accelerator architecture incorporates novel features for tiling, data-reuse, and zero-weightskipping, as many CNNs can be pruned without significant loss
of accuracy [9]. The accelerator’s computations are realized in
reduced precision, specifically 8-bit magnitude + sign format.
We demonstrate our accelerator on the VGG-16 CNN for
image recognition (ImageNet database). Our contributions are
as follows:
• An FPGA-based CNN accelerator synthesized from
multi-threaded (Pthreads) C software. The software
behavior closely resembles the synthesized hardware,
easing design and debugging by allowing it to proceed
in software.
• Generation and exploration of accelerator architectural
variants via software/constraint changes alone.
• Analysis of the efficiency of the HLS implementation,
in terms of cycles spent, compared to the theoretical
minimum for the architecture.
• A novel architecture for zero-skipping; use of reducedprecision arithmetic.
• A complete end-to-end solution for CNN inference,
integrated with Caffe for network training.
• 138 GOPS peak effective performance implementing
the VGG-16 CNN for image recognition on a midsized Arria 10 SoC SX660 20nm FPGA.
II. BACKGROUND
A. LegUp High-Level Synthesis
The Pthreads synthesis flow of LegUp HLS is used
to synthesize parallel software threads into parallel hardware. The multi-threaded software is written using the producer/consumer paradigm, where threads represent computational kernels and communicate with one another through
FIFO queues [8]. Producer threads deposit computed partial
results into output queues, which are then retrieved by concurrently running consumer threads, which perform further
processing. Note that a given thread can be both a producer and

